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I have been involved with the climate activist organization and fossil fuel divestment broker 350.org in a number of contexts.

In August and September of 2011, I volunteered as a photographer during 350.org-coordinated non-violent direct action in Washington D.C opposing the Keystone XL pipeline. My photographs from that and other 350.org-organized events are available online and free for non-commercial use under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike license.

In June 2012, I volunteered to canvas for 350.org at a planned Radiohead concert in Toronto. With people who I met there, I began to meet informally. That group developed into Toronto350.org. I was the group's first elected president, while it remained organized as a student club at the University of Toronto. Following incorporation under the next president (I stepped aside to concentrate on my comprehensive exams) I was elected to the board for a one year term. The board elected me chair for that period. I have not been involved with Toronto350.org in any capacity since August 2016.

Starting in September 2012 I helped to organize the fossil fuel divestment campaign at U of T. I took part in virtually all of the planning meetings, actions, and meetings with university officials during that campaign. I was the coordinating author of the brief submitted to U of T: "The Fossil Fuel Industry and the Case for Divestment". Following U of T President Meric Gertler's decision not to divest in March 2016 the group disbanded. While the campaign was ongoing I was not planning to carry out my dissertation research on this topic. I changed topics after November 2016 when the results of the US election made my proposed study of resistance to two oil pipelines impractical because of the changing conditions and heightened subject protection risks in the US.

I have not been directly involved in any CFFD campaigns outside U of T.

I am choosing not to use the University of Toronto as a case study for two reasons.
First, I took part as an activist rather than as a researcher. Though the campaign did cooperate with an ambitious ongoing PhD project (leading to Joe Curnow’s very interesting work on group dynamics within activist organizations), my decision making at that time was motivated by a desire to see the campaign succeed, rather than to study it critically.

Second, consultation with activists at U of T has been essential for developing this research proposal ([https://web.archive.org/web/20170830204625/https://www.sindark.com/phd/thesis/proposal/CFFD-proposal-2-4.pdf](https://web.archive.org/web/20170830204625/https://www.sindark.com/phd/thesis/proposal/CFFD-proposal-2-4.pdf)) and ethics protocol ([https://www.sindark.com/phd/thesis/ethics/CFFD-ethics-4-0.pdf](https://www.sindark.com/phd/thesis/ethics/CFFD-ethics-4-0.pdf)). It was only through such consultations that I could properly assess the subject protection risks involved in the project. These conversations have also been essential for selecting the research questions and hypotheses. I am grateful to the members of the previous and current U of T divestment campaigns for their dedication as well as for their assistance and guidance.

**SECTION B – SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH**

**11. RATIONALE**

Describe the purpose and scholarly rationale for the proposed project. State the hypotheses/research questions to be examined. The rationale for doing the study must be clear. Please include references in this section.

Since 2011, efforts have been undertaken at many universities and other institutions around the world, seeking to get them to sell stock holdings in fossil fuel corporations. This effort is motivated by concern about climate change and other forms of social injury allegedly imposed by the fossil fuel industry. Organizations which popularized the divestment strategy – notably, 350.org and the Canadian Youth Climate Coalition – have described three principal objectives: changing the behaviour of the target institutions, delegitimating the fossil fuel industry in the eyes of decision makers and the general public, and developing students into effective and committed climate change activists. This project will look at all accredited universities in Canada to identify which have or have had active climate change activist groups since 2011, and which of those groups have pursued campus fossil fuel divestment (CFFD) as a strategy. The main research question is whether the divestment brokers’ third objective is being served and participation in CFFD activism is training and motivating students for further involvement in climate change activism.

For a selected set of small campaigns (those below a certain threshold of peak number of active volunteers) and large campaigns, event catalogs will be developed listing the actions taken by CFFD activists and responses from university administrations, leading up to the present state of the campaign. This information will be supplemented by surveys to be completed by activists and interviews with both CFFD activists and university administrators. Public documents and those volunteered by interview subjects will serve as supplementary sources of information. For ongoing campaigns, participant observation may be used to observe activist actions including planning meetings, marches and protests, and meetings with university officials.

The theoretical framework for this project is drawn from the social movements and contentious politics literatures. In particular, this includes the idea that activist actions can be interpreted as performances drawn from a broader repertoire. That thinking informs the plan to create detailed timelines of actions taken by campaigns and the responses from universities as part of the second phase case study portion of the project. The contentious politics literature also incorporates competition in issue framing (such as the differing positions of activists and administrators on the proper role of universities in dealing with climate change); mobilizing structures (particularly activist networks through which strategic and tactical thinking diffuse); and political opportunities (including the specific decision makers targeted by campaigns and the contextual factors that affect their willingness to divest). The social movement literature also includes a great deal of analysis on the internal functioning of campaigns, including forms of deliberation, internal power relations, and disagreements about allyship and intersectionality (what non-divestment political objectives and movements to support, and how to do so). Each of these major components of the contentious politics framework is
Because disagreement about strategy, tactics, and allyship is central to this project’s main research question, it is necessary to speak with activists with a diverse range of views, including those who endorse unusually confrontational and combative tactics. These may include criminality, specifically in the form of acts of civil disobedience such as continuing a sit-in after being legally ordered to disperse or trespassing in order to drop a banner. The political science literature on social movements includes analysis of ‘radical flank effects’—sometimes cases where the presence of some number of more extreme individuals makes less extreme activists seem more moderate and worthy of support, while in other cases the visibility of extremists allows for mainstream decision makers and the general public to dismiss the demands and reasoning of the social movement as a whole. Examining the tensions between strategic perspectives among CFFD activists will allow this project to contribute to the literature, as well as generate comprehensive information about what responses universities make when confronted with a variety of tactics. Disagreement within CFFD campaigns can also be analyzed in the context of their internal efforts to be democratic and inclusive in decision making. The "Jemez Principles for Democratic Organizing", an activist manifesto, acknowledge some of the tradeoffs associated with efforts at being internally inclusive and democratic, specifically that an emphasis on internal diversity may delay the attainment of other goals and exacerbate interpersonal conflict.

So far, only a small set of scholarly analyses of the CFFD movement have been published as theses, book chapters, and articles. None examines more than a handful of campaigns, or seeks to identify broad patterns and outcomes in the CFFD movement. The existing CFFD literature suffers from three central limitations. To begin with, analyses to date have concentrated on a single campaign or a small set—usually those in which the authors have been personally involved. So far there have been no broad comparative studies of many campaigns which have taken place at similar institutions. They have also concentrated heavily on institutional response as an outcome: did the targeted university wholly reject the campaign, make some non-divestment concessions, or commit to divestment? Analyses to date have also been self-consciously motivated by a desire to help the movement succeed, or to shape it in particular directions like greater emphasis of the ‘climate justice’ frame or an intersectional approach to allyship. A comprehensive survey of Canadian campaigns, followed up by detailed analysis of a selected subset, will help to address these limitations.

This project’s primary research objectives are to:

a) Produce the first comprehensive data set on which Canadian universities have had climate change activist groups or fossil fuel divestment campaigns since 2011

b) For selected subsets of small and large campaigns, identify the major decisions and actions undertaken by both CFFD activists and university administrations

c) Examine the relationship between the strategies and tactics chosen by CFFD campaigns, including cooperative and confrontational strategies, and the decisions made about divestment by universities so far and

d) Study the effect of taking part in CFFD activism upon students, including:

   i) Changes in their subsequent political behaviour, in both conventional politics and social movements

   ii) Changes in activists’ views on the effectiveness and desirability of various strategies and tactics

   iii) Changes in activists’ "theories of change"—their big-picture perception on plausible steps between the status quo and their preferred final political state (see p. 9-10 of my research proposal)

It is hypothesized that CFFD campaigns will sometimes experience tensions between choices that do most to advance the goal of activist development and those that most increase the odds of the target university actually divesting. Specifically, more cooperative tactics are expected to raise the odds of a sympathetic
administration deciding in favour of divestment, whereas more confrontational tactics may do more to recruit and motivate volunteers, as well as build social networks between activists which will sustain their enduring involvement in CFFD and other campaigns. Institutional factors will be more likely to affect the odds of divestment at any particular institution than strategic choices by activists. These factors include relevant precedents in how previous non-fossil fuel divestment petitions have been dealt with, along with broader patterns of institutional decision making with regards to matters of environmental sustainability and engagement with contentious political issues broadly. Activist development within CFFD campaigns is expected to be affected most by the social character of the organization and the related subjective experience of participation, along with the developing pattern of action, response, and counter-response between the campaign and the administration.

References:
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12. METHODS

(a) Please describe all formal and informal procedures to be used. Describe the data to be collected, where and how they will be obtained and how they will be analyzed.

Contact with research subjects will take place in two phases, distinguished by the complexity of the interviews to be undertaken as well as the plausible subject protection concerns of interview subjects. The first of those phases is the census of accredited Canadian universities. The purpose of this is only to determine which schools have climate change activist organizations or divestment campaigns, approximately how many students were involved at the peak of these campaigns, and what formal decisions if any have been taken by the university. In this phase, no plausible risks to interview subjects have been identified. Those approached would include activists, university staff and faculty members, and others involved in carrying out or responding to CFFD campaigns.

The second phase is an examination of a selected subset of case studies of ‘large’ and ‘small’ CFFD campaigns, defined using data on peak volunteer participation. For each case, a detailed timeline will be created, showing all identifiable actions undertaken by the CFFD campaign and the responding administration. This information will come from publicly available sources, including media reports. It will also be obtained through interviews with activists and others associated with CFFD campaigns, as well as in the form of documents provided by members of these campaigns including the minutes of meetings and other potentially relevant materials. ‘Broker’ individuals, from organizations which have been actively seeking to promote fossil fuel divestment at a variety of institutions and aid the diffusion of strategies and tactics, will also be interviewed in this phase. In the case of ongoing campaigns, participant observation might usefully complement document analysis and interviews. For instance, this could allow better understanding of decision making processes within activist organizations.

The full departmentally-approved research proposal contains detailed information on methodology: 

Phase I: Census

To collect comprehensive data about the presence or absence of climate change activist groups and CFFD campaigns at Canadian universities, the following information will be collected:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher/Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

See also: https://www.sindark.com/phd/thesis/proposal/key-texts.pdf
1) Searching Google, Twitter, and Facebook to identify any 350- or Fossil Free- branded campaigns at the institution

2) Scanning a suitable news database for the name of the institution and "divestment", "climate change", and "fossil fuel"

3) Contacting the university administration to ask about whether any relevant campaigns have taken place

4) Contacting the student government with the same question

5) Contacting a small sample (up to 5) faculty members with specializations in environmental science or policy to ask about whether any campaigns have happened

For universities where divestment campaigns are identified, activists involved (identified through publicly available documents like media releases) will be asked to estimate the peak number of volunteers in the busiest week of the campaign as well as the average number of people present at planning meetings. This will allow for campaigns to be categorized as large or small.

The questions which will be posed of interview subjects in this stage can be provided in advance. Given the uncontroversial nature of the information being collected, it is not anticipated that research subjects will face any risk from participating in this phase of the research. It is expected that this phase of the project will be based on "interaction with individuals who are not themselves the focus of the research in order to obtain information", as described in section 2.1 of the TCPS2. Nonetheless, out of caution subjects in this phase will still be advised about the risks and benefits associated with the project and asked to provide written consent.

Phase 2: Case studies

The results of the census will be used to select a feasible set of small and large campaigns for close examination. This selection will be made based on the information collected in the census phase and in consultation with the supervisory team. The size of campaigns will be determined based on estimates from activists of the peak number of people who volunteered for at least one hour during the busiest week and estimates of the average number of people present at planning meetings. The value of looking at both large and small campaigns is based on the expectation that they will have different internal dynamics and decision making procedures and that will help to answer questions about how the organizational culture of CFFD campaigns affects activist development.

Interviews of activists and university administrators will be used to develop event catalogs of the actions taken by both CFFD campaigns and universities in response. Interviews with activists will also be used to gain information about their strategic decision making, including decision making processes like voting. Surveys will also be employed, largely on the basis that there is a higher likelihood that people peripherally involved with a campaign will complete a short simple survey rather than agree to be interviewed. In all cases, these research materials will be collected to understand the internal dynamics of campaigns, their decision making procedures, examples of contention in their internal deliberations, and how CFFD participation has affected activists.

Written materials provided by activists and university administrators will be used to supplement this analysis. From activists, these may include minutes of meetings; email or other electronic communications; personal diaries, blog posts, social media posts, or reflections; and analyses of campaign strategies and outcomes, such as "power analyses". From university administrators they may include published documents, minutes of meetings, correspondence, and other documents they consider relevant to the research project.

Surveys completed by activists will be conducted with web-based tools such as Google Docs. These surveys will not explicitly ask for personally identifying information, but it is plausible that other people who are sufficiently well informed about the campaign could identify survey respondents based on what they say.
Participant observation may be employed in the event that selected CFFD campaigns are ongoing, they are undertaking relevant actions while this research project is ongoing, and it is practical to be physically present. Two kinds of CFFD campaign activities might be useful subjects for participant observation: planning meetings and other decision making forums in which strategies are discussed and selected and direct actions such as protests, sit-ins, and marches. At meetings where activists have a reasonable expectation of privacy, recordings will not be made and notes will not include information which would identify specific individuals.

University responses amenable to participant observation might include meetings of deliberating bodies which are open to the public. Any participant observation undertaken during this project will be conducted in accordance with article 10.3 of the TCPS2. If feasible, all those present will be advised on the purpose of the research being undertaken and subject protection measures in place, as well as being given copies of the phase 2 (case studies) information and consent letter. This would be feasible, for instance, if attending a planning meeting. For observations of large actions taking place in public, such as marches or protests, this approach would not be feasible. Instead, subject protection would be provided by avoiding the collection of personally identifying information. Such observation would not allow for the identification of the participants in the dissemination of results, would not be staged by the researcher, and would be non-intrusive. As such, it should be regarded as being of minimal risk.

**(b)** Attach a copy of all questionnaires, interview guides and/or any other instruments.

**(c)** Include a list of appendices here for all additional materials submitted (e.g., Appendix A – Informed Consent; Appendix B – Interview Guide, etc.):

| 1) | Information and consent letter for phase 1 (census) |
| 2) | Information and consent letter for phase 2 (case studies) |
| 3) | Phase 1 questions |
| 4) | Outline of phase 2 semi-structured interview topics |

### 13. PARTICIPANTS, DATA AND/OR BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS

**(a)** Describe the participants to be recruited list the eligibility criteria, and indicate the estimated sample size (i.e. min-max # of participants). Where applicable, please also provide a rationale for your choice in sample size and/or sample size calculation.

Three sets of activists are relevant for this study:

a) Those who will be contacted for the initial Canada-wide census could include anyone publicly identified with a campus climate change activist group or CFFD campaign or anyone with knowledge about these groups and campaigns. Only minimal information will be sought from these subjects, including when their group or campaign was established and how many volunteers were involved during a representative week from the busiest period.

b) For campaigns selected for more detailed study, anyone who was a volunteer or organizer within the CFFD campaign is eligible as a research subject. Following a common convention in environmental non-governmental organizations (eNGOs), I will refer to anyone dedicating their effort to supporting a divestment campaign as an "activist" or "volunteer", while those whose involvement extends to coordinating the efforts of others are "organizers", regardless of whether they have a formal title within a divestment organization. Both activists and organizers will need to be interviewed to assemble a variety of perspectives on each campaign. For small campaigns, perhaps 3-10 activists will serve as a sample for interviews and surveys. For larger campaigns, more activists (perhaps 10-20) may be sought as interview subjects, while as many as possible (perhaps 50+) will be sought as survey respondents. Organizers will generally be better placed to provide information relevant to my research questions than volunteers, though the experiences of people only loosely affiliated with CFFD campaigns will be useful for understanding dynamics of activist recruitment and development, as well as the relative prevalence of factors that motivate people to stop participating.
c) Activists involved in non-selected campaigns or working with broker organizations may also be eligible for interview or survey participation, provided their experience has the potential to aid understanding of this project’s research questions. Such research subjects may provide context on the broader CFFD, fossil fuel divestment, and climate change activist movements – including in terms of the role of broker organizations and individuals, the relative importance of different movement objectives, as well as major ongoing debates about strategy and allyship.

For university administrators, any who have been involved in decision making in response to CFFD campaigns will be eligible research subjects, as well as those identified as public spokespeople in university media releases. It is not expected that more than 5 or so administrators will have been involved in responding to any particular CFFD campaign to such an extent that their involvement as a research subject would be desirable.

(b) Where the research involves extraction or collection of personally identifiable information, please describe the purpose, from whom the information will be obtained, what it will include, and how permission to access the data is being sought. (Strategies for recruitment are to be described in section #15.)

Audio recordings and survey responses may both contain personally identifiable information, though participants will be presented with a range of confidentiality options including a high-security option in which all personally identifiable materials will be immediately destroyed once they have been converted into a non-identifying format (such as by transcribing an interview into text and omitting potentially identifying details).

(c) Is there any group or individual-level vulnerability related to the research that needs to be mitigated (for example, difficulties understanding informed consent, history of exploitation by researchers, power differential between the researcher and the potential participant)? If so, please provide further details below.

N/A

(d) If your research involves the collection and/or use of biological materials (e.g. blood, saliva, urine, teeth, etc.), please provide details below. Be sure to indicate how the samples will be collected and by whom.

N/A

14. EXPERIENCE OF INVESTIGATORS WITH THIS TYPE OF RESEARCH

(a) Please provide a brief description of previous experience by (i) the principal investigator/supervisor or sponsor, (ii) the research team and (iii) the people who will have direct contact with the participants. If there has not been previous experience with this type of research, please describe how the principal investigator/research team will be prepared.

This is the researcher’s first academic study of this type, though I have been extensively involved in climate change and CFFD activism since 2011. Preparation for the research has already included significant consultation about methodology with climate change activists and scholars of political science and sociology. It has also included the review of previously published research involving similar questions and methods, as well as academic writing on interview and survey techniques and participant observation. I have completed qualitative methods coursework and research ethics training at U of T.

As preparation for this research project, I conducted a test interview as part of a qualitative methods course. I spoke with Cheryl McNamara, a prominent organizer with the Toronto chapter of the Citizens’ Climate Lobby. The test interview was valuable for better understanding the effective use of a semi-structured model. I also used my paper for the 2017 Canadian Political Science Association conference to test methods for identifying activists from media reports.
The supervisor of this project has experience from his own research of the requirements for research that involves human subjects.

15. RECRUITMENT OF PARTICIPANTS

Where there is recruitment, please describe how, by whom, and from where the participants will be recruited. Where participant observation is to be used, please explain the form of insertion of the researcher into the research setting (e.g., living in a community, visiting on a bi-weekly basis, attending organized functions). If relevant, describe any translation of recruitment materials, how this will occur and whether or not those people responsible for recruitment will speak the language of the participants.

For the study, interviewees and survey subjects will be recruited by me through several means including efforts to acquire lists of CFFD campaign participants from campaigns themselves and broker organizations like 350.org. These lists would ideally include contact information. In some cases, initially identified CFFD activists may be asked to distribute information about the project to other potential activist research subjects. Activists will also be identified by seeking out publicly-identified spokespeople for CFFD groups from materials including media reports and press releases. Activist participants may also be sought through social media channels including Facebook and Twitter. In addition, a snowball method will be used to identify further research subjects and relevant actors. In this process, known interviewees will be asked to share researcher contact information with possible new participant. This process abides by research ethics standards, as it does not require known interviewees to share third party data with the researchers, but enables possible contact with interested participants.

Particular efforts will be made to recruit participants who were CFFD activists at one point but who have ceased to be involved in the movement due to a feeling that it has been ineffective, disagreement with group members about strategies and tactics, or interpersonal conflict. Speaking with such people will be important for the main research questions of this project, specifically the desire to identify the range of reactions to participation in CFFD campaigns and the relative frequency of different outcomes (remaining involved in climate activism, future involvement in other forms of activism, discontinuation of involvement in activism, etc).

University administrators will be identified through university websites and staff directories, as well as by means of any individuals mentioned in university press releases or statements to the media.

CFFD campaigns will not be asked to disclose contact information for participants without their consent. In all cases, potential research subjects will be identified by one of the following means:

- I found their name in a public document such as a press release or news story
- I submitted information about my project and a call for participants to CFFD campaign organizers or previous interview subjects, asking for them to be passed along to other potential research subjects
- I have requested that CFFD campaign organizers or previous interview subjects ask further potential subjects for permission to be contacted, sending them information about my project only if they assent
- I have asked CFFD campaign organizers or previous interview subjects to introduce me to further potential subjects
- I have advertised for suitable research subjects through means including social media, email mailing lists associated with universities, or on-campus postering

In the case of ongoing campaigns, participant observation may be undertaken using the prior work of Joe Curnow on the University of Toronto campaign as a model. Campaigns selected for participant observation could be those at which relevant actions are taking place during the time when this study is ongoing and where it is feasible to be physically present.

Translation of recruitment materials into French for the benefit of those at Francophone institutions or in provinces where French is an official language is not expected to be necessary, as both activists and
university administrators are expected to be sufficiently proficient in English to make use of English language materials.

Attach a copy of all posters, advertisements, flyers, letters, e-mail text, or telephone scripts to be used for recruitment as appendices.

See Appendix 5, "Recruitment material"

16. COMPENSATION

Please see U of T's Compensation and Reimbursement Guidelines.

(a) Will participants receive compensation for participation?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-kind</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) If Yes, please provide details and justification for the amount or the value of the compensation offered.

(c) If No, please explain why compensation is not possible or appropriate.

No funding is available for this purpose.

No payment or compensation will be provided to research subjects. Participants will be informed of the voluntary and uncompensated nature of their participation, and will be free to choose whether to participate under these conditions.

In cases where interviews are held in person in commercial spaces (such as coffee shops), the researcher may offer to purchase coffee or lunch for the interviewee. This will not be offered as compensation for the interview material or information, but instead to avoid placing additional burdens on interview subjects already volunteering their time and expertise. In such circumstances, the interviewee will be informed that they may still withdraw at any time, and the meal/drink creates no obligation for them to continue their participation.

The research questions for this dissertation have been chosen in consultation with CFFD activists. In a non-material sense, they may benefit from reading academic work published on the basis of this research. Of course, individuals who do not choose to take part in interviews or complete surveys will equally have access to all such publications.

(d) Where there is a withdrawal clause in the research procedure, if participants choose to withdraw, how will compensation be affected?

Compensation is not offered and so would not be affected. Participants are free to withdraw at any time.

SECTION C – DESCRIPTION OF THE RISKS AND BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH

17. POSSIBLE RISKS

(a) Please indicate all potential risks to participants as individuals or as members of a community that may arise from this research:
(i) Physical risks (e.g., any bodily contact or administration of any substance): Yes ☐ No ☒

(ii) Psychological/emotional risks (e.g., feeling uncomfortable, embarrassed, or upset): Yes X ☐

(iii) Social risks (e.g., loss of status, privacy and/or reputation): Yes X ☐

(iv) Legal risks (e.g., apprehension or arrest, subpoena): Yes X ☐

(b) Please briefly describe each of the risks noted above and outline the steps that will be taken to manage and/or minimize them.

Minor psychological and emotional risks may arise because of the interpersonal character of CFFD campaigns, which are often organized between friends. This could make questions about campaign effectiveness and internal disagreements emotionally sensitive. Also, CFFD campaigns are characterized by internal contention about tactics, allyship, and other topics. Research participants who choose to allow themselves to be quoted, and whose statements are remembered by others involved in the campaign who could read published research, could be at risk of being de-anonymized or of experiencing interpersonal conflict arising from ongoing contention about a past or ongoing campaign. This might include feeling uncomfortable, embarrassed, or upset.

Related minor social risks exist. Organizers who advocated strategies later deemed ineffective by some, for example, may suffer a loss of status or reputation as a result. Likewise, those who consider that their involvement in an activist campaign of this type is not a matter of public record, loss of privacy may arise as a result of quoting interviews or documents.

Some CFFD campaigns include acts of civil disobedience: deliberate moral choices to violate the law for a political purpose, with full and public acceptance of the legal consequences. (The Keystone XL arrests outside the White House in 2011 are an example from elsewhere in the climate change activist movement.) Most often these consist of sit-ins in which orders to disband are disregarded. Some campaigns have also trespassed for purposes like dropping banners in highly visible locations. In some cases, incidental property damage may have arisen from activist actions like marches or protests. This creates some legal risk for research subjects who may themselves have been involved in any such actions.

All interview subjects will be warned that it's not impossible that a police force, intelligence service, court, or other government entity will demand access to research materials like interviews and transcripts, or may obtain such research materials via clandestine means. Third party requests for access to research materials may also be initiated by university administrations. Interview subjects will be told that only crimes which meet the definition of civil disobedience should be mentioned. Interview subjects will be specifically warned not to discuss any other criminal activities, whether witnessed personally or otherwise understood to have occurred. Participants will be told that they can request that interview recording be paused at any time, in order to make comments which will not be included in recordings, interview transcripts, or handwritten interview notes.

At the time of any writing-up or publication, all of these risks will determine what additional protections are added to any comments attributed. People who did not request anonymity may be granted it retroactively at the researcher's discretion. Other measures may be taken to protect interview subjects. I am grateful to Dr. Lee Ann Fujii for her extremely valuable guidance on risks faced by interview subjects and means for mitigating them when publishing academic writing.

18. POSSIBLE BENEFITS

---

1 Participants are advised that vulnerabilities in their computer systems may increase the risks associated with taking part in this project. Upon request, participants will be provided links to resources on topics such as malware detection and encryption tools.
No potential direct benefits to participants are expected.

The activist community and the community of university administrators responding to their demands may both benefit from access to the most comprehensive study to date of CFFD campaigns, the events they have included, and the effects they have had on activist participants.

The primary audience for this dissertation is scholars of politics seeking to understand the changing character of climate change and energy politics in Canada. It also includes those focused on theoretical and empirical questions about how social movements in general operate and how they influence societal outcomes more than the specific objectives of the CFFD movement, as well as how social movements operate in relation to transnational issues, through youth participation, and through modern electronic communication networks.

**SECTION D – INFORMED CONSENT**

**19. CONSENT PROCESS**

(a) Describe the process that will be used to obtain informed consent and explain how it will be recorded. Please note that it is the quality of the consent, not the form that is important. The goal is to ensure that potential participants understand to what they are consenting.

For the first – census – phase, all potential research subjects will be sent a letter outlining the ethical protocol under which this research is being conducted. Those who request it will be granted access to the departmentally-approved research proposal and IRB-approved ethics protocol. They will be assured that any personal details about them will be retained only for the internal record-keeping of the research project (including to facilitate follow-on interviews) and that nothing they say will be directly quoted without their express permission.

For the second – case studies – phase a second letter will be distributed, informing subjects of the anticipated risks associated with participation, the purposes of the research, and the policies on confidentiality and data protection which will be observed by the doctoral student and supervisory committee members.

In each phase, research subjects will be asked to affirm by a suitable means – such as physically signing a copy of the letter summarizing the ethics protocol or sending an email affirming their acceptance – that they consent to participate in this study, subject to the protections detailed in the ethics protocol, and with the option to freely withdraw at any time in a way that will have no adverse consequences for them.

A consent database will be established to de-link subjects from research materials while also maintaining a record of their confidentiality preferences. This will be the only document in the project that will link interview notes, audio files, and transcripts with individual identified research subjects. Access to the database shall be permitted only to the PhD student, the supervisory committee, and the research ethics board if necessary for audit and oversight purposes. (This project's policy on responding to external pressure to disclose research materials will cover this database, and can be seen in Section E 24 (c)). This database will be maintained on a on a password protected computer with an encrypted file system. Each research subject will be assigned a randomly selected identifier, which will be used on materials including interview notes, audio files, and transcripts. The database will also store the confidentiality options that each subject has selected, for reference in the preparation of the dissertation, as well as any authorized subsequent research projects or publications. (See confidentiality menu on in Section E)
An important distinction exists between confidentiality and anonymity in this project. Research materials where research subjects have chosen to participate on the basis of confidentiality will have the details of their identities and consent recorded as part of the interview process. The confidentiality of these materials will be maintained through technical precautions such as passwords and encrypted file systems. Their disclosure may also be resisted if they are requested by an external party such as a university administration or police force. Because these communications were undertaken with an expectation of confidentiality, and the provision of that confidentiality is integral to the feasibility of the research, the maintenance of confidentiality despite such a request might be justified through the Wigmore Criteria. By contrast, anonymized materials are those which cannot be plausibly linked back to the research subject who initially provided that information to the research team. These will have been created during the course of interactions with research subjects, written so as to protect their identities, and retained in that form.

For subjects who have an enhanced concern about subject protection risks associated with this research project, as an alternative to providing a signature or written affirmation by email, consent may also be affirmed through a credible oral process with the consent of the research subject and recorded documentation of consent being affirmed.

An anonymized reference in field notes could also be a means of documenting consent to participate in a context like participant observation of a meeting of an activist organization.

(b) If the research involves extraction or collection of personally identifiable information from or about a research participant, please describe how consent from the individuals or authorization from the data custodian (e.g., medical records department, district school board) will be obtained.

The information and consent letters for each phase of the project will describe how personally identifiable information will be handled, and all interview subjects will be offered a menu of confidentiality options including those under which they will never be directly quoted.

20. CONSENT DOCUMENTS

(a) Attach an Information Letter/Consent Form

Additional documentation regarding consent should be provided such as:
- screening materials introductory letters, letters of administrative consent or authorization
  1) Information and consent letter for phase 1 (census)
  2) Information and consent letter for phase 2 (case studies)
  3) Phase 1 questions
  4) Outline of phase 2 semi-structured interview topics

(b) If any of the information collected in the screening process - prior to full informed consent to participate in the study - is to be retained from those who are later excluded or refuse to participate in the study, please state how potential participants will be informed of this course of action and whether they will have the right to refuse to allow this information to be kept.

For individuals who do not consent to take part in the study, only publicly available information will be retained.
21. COMMUNITY AND/OR ORGANIZATIONAL CONSENT, OR CONSENT BY AN AUTHORIZED PARTY

(a) If the research is taking place within a community or an organization which requires that formal consent be sought prior to the involvement of individual participants, describe how consent will be obtained and attach any relevant documentation. If consent will not be sought, please provide a justification and describe any alternative forms of consultation that may take place.

N/A

(b) If any or all of the participants are children and/or individuals that may lack the capacity to consent, describe the process by which capacity/competency will be assessed and/or, the proposed alternate source of consent.

N/A

(c) If an authorized third party will be used to obtain consent:
   
   i) Submit a copy of the permission/information letter to be provided to the person(s) providing the alternative consent
   
   ii) Describe the assent process for participants and attach the assent letter.

N/A

22. DEBRIEFING and DISSEMINATION

(a) If deception or intentional non-disclosure will be used in the study, provide justification. Please consult the Guidelines for the Use of Deception and Debriefing in Research

N/A

(b) Please provide a copy of the written debriefing form, if applicable.

N/A

(c) If participants and/or communities will be given the option of withdrawing their data following the debriefing, please describe this process.

N/A

(d) Please describe what information/feedback will be provided to participants and/or communities after their participation in the project is complete (e.g., report, poster presentation, pamphlet, etc.) and note how participants will be able to access this information.

N/A

23. PARTICIPANT WITHDRAWAL

(a) Where applicable, please describe how participants will be informed of their right to withdraw from the project and outline the procedures that will be followed to allow them to exercise this right.

As noted in the information and consent letters, participation in interviews and surveys is entirely voluntary. If a participant does agree to be interviewed or surveyed, the individual is free to withdraw from the interview at any point.
(b) Indicate what will be done with the participant’s data and any consequences which withdrawal may have on the participant.

Interview data from participants who choose to withdraw from the interview will be destroyed. Withdrawal will have no consequences for the participant.

(c) If participants will not have the right to withdraw from the project at all, or beyond a certain point, please explain. Ensure this information is included in the consent process and consent form.

Participants may withdraw at any time. In some situations information collected from research subjects might be of interest to authorities and hence be associated with legal risks such as possible external pressure to disclose confidential identifiable data (e.g., in connection with a subpoena). In others, research subjects may have chosen the "Record, summarize, and destroy" option from the confidentiality menu. In either case, the original audio recording and interview notes containing this information will be used promptly to create an anonymized summary which is irrevocably de-linked from the research subject who was the source of the information. In the event that such anonymized summaries are created, it would be impossible after the fact to determine which anonymized research materials were originally created using information from a subject who has withdrawn. In the event that one or more subjects chooses to withdraw from this study, materials which have already been anonymized so as to be non-identifiable will not be destroyed.

SECTION E – CONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVACY

24. CONFIDENTIALITY

Data security measures must be consistent with UT's Data Security Standards for Personally Identifiable and Other Confidential Data in Research. All identifiable electronic data that is being kept outside of a secure server environment must be encrypted.

(a) Will the data be treated as confidential? Yes X, with different options for participants No

(b) Describe the procedures to be used to protect the confidentiality of participants or informants, where applicable

Interviews may include identifiers for research subjects, such as their name, the institution at which they have been active, contact information, and recordings of their voice. Interview recordings and transcripts will be de-linked from identifiers and handled as confidential information stored in keeping with U of T's data security standards, and accessible only to members of the research team. Individuals with elevated concerns about risks from participation may select the "Record, summarize, and destroy" option below, in which no materials retained will include identifiers. Surveys will not include questions intended to yield personally identifiable responses, but the content of answers may nonetheless allow specific individuals to be identified by people knowledgeable about the campaign. Interview subjects may also make reference to their own survey answers.

With the written consent of the subjects, I plan to record all of the interviews which this project will involve, whether they take place by telephone, electronic means like Skype, or in person. Recording will serve multiple purposes: to reduce the need to take copious notes while also managing the semi-structured discussion, allowing for the correction of subsequent failures of memory, and providing confidence that the statements of interview subjects have been properly understood. Each interview will be approximately 0.5 – 2.0 hours, with the average interview expected to last about an hour. Heavily-involved organizers and brokers may be interviewed several times. Written consent to be interviewed will be based on a menu of available confidentiality options, ranging from unlimited use including publishing the recording or transcript of the interview to the most protective option, in which the recording will not be transmitted and will only be used to make a non-identifying transcript or summary before the file is destroyed by being overwritten multiple times on the hard drive or flash memory where it was stored.
Specifically, the options which I intend to provide are:

- **"Record, summarize, and destroy"** — I will make a recording of the interview which will not be transmitted electronically except from a digital recording device to a computer. Using the recording, I will promptly produce a summary or transcript designed to exclude any details which would identify the subject. Once this document is complete, I will destroy the recording file(s). **May be used at researcher's discretion:** Even if a subject has not chosen the "Record, summarize, and destroy" option, if the researcher feels there is reason to be concerned that information relating to the topics in discussed might be of interest to authorities and lead to external pressure to disclose then the notes or recordings of the interview – or the sections therein which include such information – will be summarized in a manner which will exclude any details which would identify the subject and then the recording or transcript (or relevant sections therein) will be destroyed. **This material is categorized as ANONYMIZED AND DE-LINKED below.**

- Recording retained — no quotation: The subject agrees that I will retain the interview recording indefinitely for reference and I will not quote any part of it in any publication arising from this research.

- Recording retained — anonymous quotation only: The subject agrees that I will retain the interview recording indefinitely for reference and will only use anonymous quotations in any publication. **Research subjects will not be named in the dissertation.**

- Recording retained — quotes attributed: The subject agrees that I will retain the interview recording indefinitely for reference and that I may attribute quotations to them publicly. **Research subjects will be named and may be quoted in the dissertation.**

- No confidentiality: The subject agrees that any recordings, summaries, transcripts, or notes based on the interview may be published. **Research subjects will be warned that choosing to waive confidentiality may impede the ability of the research team to resist disclosure from third parties on the basis of the Wigmore Criteria requirement that communication with researchers needed to take place in confidence.**

I will explain to subjects both the degree of plausible protection afforded to them by each option, as well as the academic and methodological advantages and disadvantages of each. Subjects will be told that while interviews are in progress, they are free to stop the discussion at any time. Subjects will also be told that regardless of which level of confidentiality they choose, my treatment of research materials will be governed by this project's data protection policy and by the project's policy regarding compliance with third party requests for access, such as any received from university administrations or state security (police or intelligence) services. An offline database stored on a password-protected computer with an encrypted file system will be maintained which, for each interview subject, shall include which phase(s) of the project they have consented to, what confidentiality option they selected, the means of their written consent (including where any paper record is stored), and contact information to be used to provide notice of any external pressure to disclose participant data.

**This project will generate two categories of research materials derived from contact with student activists:**

- **RECORDED BUT POSSIBLY CONFIDENTIAL:** For the most part, materials like recordings of interviews and full or partial transcripts will be linked to an activist's identity via the consent database. The database will be the only place their code name is linked to their real name, though activist participants are warned that communication with the researcher via email or the internet may be subject to surveillance. These records will be deleted if requested if a research subject exercises their right to withdraw from the project.

- **B) ANONYMIZED AND DE-LINKED Subjects will be warned in writing and during the interview that third parties may pressure the research team to disclose research materials which discuss**
criminality, such as trespassing on a roof to drop a banner or continuing to occupy an administration building in violation of a court order. When prompted by the interview subject or at my discretion, I may record such interviews in the form of an audio or video recording (with the consent of the subject) or via field notes. Whatever materials are produced during the interview will only be used to write up a summary which will be written so as not to identify the interview subject. These records will thereafter be anonymized accounts not linked to research subject identities via the consent database. As a consequence, they will not be destroyed in the event that the research subject chooses to exercise their right to withdraw from the project.

Table 1: Summary of research material categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECORDED BUT POSSIBLY CONFIDENTIAL</th>
<th>ANONYMIZED AND DE-LINKED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• MOST of the material this project is expected to generate</td>
<td>• Used rarely for enhanced subject protection when discussing matters which may generate external pressure to disclose research materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subjects identified by code name in research materials, real identity and consent options stored in consent database</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consent database also stores confidentiality options requested, such as willingness to be quoted</td>
<td>• Permanently de-linked from interview subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If a subject withdraws, materials can be destroyed on request</td>
<td>• Materials not linked to subjects. Subject withdrawal will not lead to research material destruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The confidentiality option selected will establish the minimum level of protection for the interview subject. At the time of writing up the dissertation and any other scholarly work deriving from this research further protection may be applied in order to mitigate any risks to interview subjects.

(c) Describe any limitations to protecting the confidentiality of participants whether due to the law, the methods used, or other reasons (e.g., a duty to report)

Contentious tactics are a central part of what this study will examine. Because this project will involve interviews discussing criminality (civil disobedience such as building occupations) there is some risk that third parties will seek access to research materials including interview recordings and transcripts.

This research project is designed to minimize risks of external pressure to disclose research materials. The risk of such a request will be mitigated in several ways. Before all interviews subjects will be given a definition of civil disobedience and directed not to discuss any other kind of criminal activity, even incidentally. Subjects will be advised of the distinction between criminality already known to the authorities (such as a sit-in that has been reported in the media) and unknown criminality. In the latter case, they will be directed not to identify individuals involved in such actions. Interview subjects will also be told that they can request a pause in interview recording and note taking at any time, in order to disclose potentially sensitive information without leaving an enduring accessible record.

A response to external disclosure pressure has been agreed between the researcher and members of the supervisory committee. If such requests are not accompanied by a valid court order such as a subpoena, they will not be complied with. In the event that a request for access is accompanied by a court order, disclosure will be resisted and legal counsel and institutional support will be sought. This resistance will be based on the Wigmore Criteria, and specifically the fact that research materials have been collected in a confidence that they will not be disclosed; that this confidentiality is essential to the full and satisfactory maintenance of the relation between the parties and to the effective investigation of this project's research questions; that in relations with activists and those they are seeking to influence the opinion of the community ought to be sedulously fostered; and that the injury that would inure to the relation by the disclosure of the communications would be greater than the benefit thereby gained for the correct disposal of litigation. In the event of any pressure to disclose research material from an outside authority all interview subjects who could...
potentially be affected shall be notified, unless such notification is expressly prohibited by a valid court order. Contact information for interview subjects shall be retained for this purpose, as well as to enable any follow-up interviews that seem useful.

The risk of clandestine access to research materials by university administrations, police forces, intelligence services, fossil fuel corporations, anti-environmentalist individuals, and others will be mitigated by storing research materials on encrypted file systems, using encrypted data transmission channels, limiting the extent to which computer systems are connected to the internet, the operation of intrusion detection systems, and through any other means deemed necessary and appropriate during the course of the project. Research subjects are advised to take all prudent precautions with their computer systems and internet usage. Reference to relevant online materials and tools can be provided upon request, or just look up "Electronic Frontier Foundation".

25. DATA SECURITY, RETENTION AND ACCESS

(a) Describe how data (including written records, video/audio recordings, artifacts and questionnaires) will be protected during the conduct of the research and dissemination of results.

For interview material, only the researcher and supervisory committee will have access to notes and data files (e.g. MP3 files) from the interviews. Surveys will be undertaken using a web-based tool such as Google Docs, using a password-protected account, ideally from a provider like Google that offers intrusion detection tools. Physical documents will be kept in the researcher's home or U of T offices; all electronic files will be on password protected computers with encrypted hard drives. As interview notes may be taken by hand, some notebooks (hard copy data) may be used; these will be protected in line with U of T practices (restricted access where possible, reasonable security precautions for protection of high-value assets).

Where feasible, paper records will be digitized and stored on encrypted file systems. This will mitigate risks associated with any possible loss of theft of research materials, since the contents of encrypted drives will not be accessible to unauthorized parties.

For materials on the public record, such security efforts will not be needed; however, general practice by researchers will be to keep electronic records on password-protected, encrypted systems. If any fieldwork is undertaken, electronic research data will be stored on a private laptop, which is both encrypted and password-protected.

(b) Explain how long data or samples will be retained. (If applicable, referring to the standard data retention practice for your discipline) Provide details of their final disposal or storage. Provide a justification if you intend to store your data for an indefinite length of time. If the data may have archival value, discuss how participants will be informed of this possibility during the consent process.

Following the completion of the research project, the interview information will be kept in secure facilities (physical or virtual) at the University of Toronto and/or by the research team. This material will be retained indefinitely as an input to likely extensions of the project, including looking at the experiences of universities outside Canada, and at investing organizations aside from universities such as faith organizations, municipalities, and private foundations. Participants will be informed of the intention to carry out such follow-on work, and that interview and survey data will be retained for that purpose.

Retention of information is motivated in part by the desire to meet high standards in transparency and publication quality. In particular, it is motivated by the Data Access and Research Transparency Initiative (DA-RT) principle that "researchers have an ethical obligation to facilitate the evaluation of their evidence based knowledge claims through data access, production transparency, and analytic transparency so that their work can be tested or replicated".
The minor risks faced by research subjects in this study can mostly be expected to be fairly short-term in nature. It would be strange for a university to suddenly decide to discipline a student, faculty member, or administrative staff member several years after a CFFD campaign ended. Similarly, any plausible retaliation from corporations targeted by CFFD campaigns seems likely to occur soon after or during the campaign, rather than after it. As such, retaining research materials indefinitely does not further increase the risk of participating in surveys or interviews, especially when other protections have been offered during interviews (anonymity, off-the-record comments). Such indefinite retention does, however, hold the promise to be valuable in follow-on work.

(c) If participant anonymity or confidentiality is not appropriate to this research project, please explain.

For interviews and surveys, anonymity and confidentiality will be the choice of the participant; for actions taken in public and statements made on the public record, such confidentiality will not be expected by the participant.

(d) If data will be shared with other researchers or users, please describe how and where the data will be stored and any restrictions that will be made regarding access.

Direct access to interview and survey data will not be provided to other researchers and users, though it may be quoted in keeping with the anonymity option selected by research participants.

SECTION F – LEVEL OF RISK AND REVIEW TYPE

See the Instructions for Ethics Review Submission Form for detailed information about the Risk Matrix.

26. RISK MATRIX: REVIEW TYPE BY GROUP VULNERABILITY and RESEARCH RISK

(a) Indicate the Risk Level for this project by checking the intersecting box

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Vulnerability</th>
<th>Research Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Explain/justify the level of research risk and group vulnerability reported above:

Two main groups of research subjects are involved: student activists and university administrators. Neither is exposed to particular concern regarding pre-existing physiological or health conditions, cognitive or emotional factors, or socio-economic or legal status. Indeed, aside from the youth of the students, both groups may be expected to occupy comparatively privileged socio-economic or legal positions, suggestive of generally low group vulnerability. As such, no research subjects are expected to be in a situation of diminished autonomy, or one where they are unable to comprehend the ramifications of consenting to participate.

Research risk does exist for both groups, including socio-economic or legal ramifications such as stigma, loss of employment, deportation, or criminal investigation. Research participants who choose to be quoted in public documents may find that their statements strain social relationships between them and their associates, activist organizations, or employers (both for university administrators and for students employed by their schools, such as many graduate students). Some CFFD campaigns involve acts of civil disobedience, such as occupation of universities buildings which continues after a police order to disperse. Participants may
therefore face risk of criminal investigation, and third parties including university administrations, police organizations, and intelligence organizations may request or seek to compel access to research materials.

(Please note that the final determination of Review Type and level of monitoring will be made by the reviewing University of Toronto REB)

Based on the level of risk, these are the types of ethics review that an application may receive:

- Risk level = 1: Delegated Review;
- Risk level = 2 or 3: Full Board Review

For both delegated and full reviews (SSH&E, HS, or HIV), please submit one electronic copy of your application and all appendices (e.g., recruitment, information/consent and debriefing materials, and study instruments) as a **single** Word document or a pdf. Do not submit your entire research proposal. Please ensure that the electronic signatures are in place and e-mail to new.ethics.protocols@utoronto.ca

The deadline for delegated review (SSH&E or HS) is EVERY Monday, or first business day of the week, by 4 pm. Information about full REB meeting and submission due dates are posted on our website (SSH&E, HS or HIV).

HIV REB reviews all applications at full board level but applies proportionate review based on the level of risk.

All other submissions (e.g., amendments, adverse events, and continuing review submissions) should be sent to ethics.review@utoronto.ca

**SECTION G – SIGNATURES**

27. PRIVACY REGULATIONS

My signature as Investigator, in Section G of this application form, confirms that I am aware of, understand, and will comply with all relevant laws governing the collection and use of personally identifiable information in research. I understand that for research involving extraction or collection of personally identifiable information, provincial, national and/or international laws may apply and that any apparent mishandling of personally identifiable information must be reported to the Office of Research Ethics.

For U of T **student researchers**, my signature confirms that I am a registered student in good standing with the University of Toronto. My project has been reviewed and approved by my advisory committee or equivalent (where applicable). If my status as a student changes, I will inform the Office of Research Ethics.

Signature of Investigator: Date: 2017-10-08

***For **Graduate Students**, the signature of the Faculty Supervisor is required. For **Post-Doctoral Fellows** and **Visiting Professors or Researchers**, the signature of the Faculty Sponsor is required. In addition to the supervisor/sponsor, the chair or the dean of the UofT sponsor's/supervisor’s department is required to approve and sign the form***

As the UofT **Faculty Supervisor** of this project, my signature confirms that I have reviewed and approve the scientific merit of the research project and this ethics application submission. I will provide the necessary supervision to the student researcher throughout the project, to ensure that all procedures performed under the research project will be conducted in accordance with relevant University, provincial, national or international policies and regulations that govern research involving human subjects. This includes ensuring that the level of risk inherent to the project is managed by the level of research experience that the student
has, combined with the extent of oversight that will be provided by the Faculty Supervisor and/or On-site Supervisor.

As the UofT Faculty Sponsor for this project, my signature confirms that I have reviewed and approve of the research project and will assume responsibility, as the University representative, for this research project. I will ensure that all procedures performed under the project will be conducted in accordance with all relevant University, provincial, national or international policies and regulations that govern research involving human participants.

![Signature and Date]

Signature of Faculty Supervisor/Sponsor: Date: 9/10/17

As the Departmental Chair/Dean, my signature confirms that I am aware of the requirements for scholarly review and that the ethics application for this research has received appropriate review prior to submission.

In addition, my administrative unit will follow guidelines and procedures to ensure compliance with all relevant University, provincial, national or international policies and regulations that govern research involving human participants. My signature also reflects the willingness of the department, faculty or division to administer the research funds, if there are any, in accordance with University, regulatory agency and sponsor agency policies.

![Signature and Date]

Print Name of Departmental Chair/Dean (or designate): Dr. Antoinette Handley

Signature of Departmental Chair/Dean: Date: October 10, 2017
(or authorized designate)
Appendix 1: Information and consent letter for phase 1 (census)

[Letterhead]

[Date]

Dear participant,

My name is Milan Ilnyckyj and I am a PhD student in the Department of Political Science at the University of Toronto. I am working on a PhD dissertation that will examine how participation in campus fossil fuel divestment (CFFD) campaigns affects the development of activists. This is an information and consent letter for potential research subjects who may be involved in the first phase (census) of this research project.

This study will be carried out in Toronto, Ontario under the supervision of Professor Robert Vipond, Professor Kate Neville, and Professor Joseph Carens. The data is being collected for the purpose of a PhD thesis, academic research articles, conference presentations, and presentations to interested organizations.

This question will be investigated in two phases and this informed consent guide pertains to the first phase: a census of all accredited Canadian universities in which the presence and size of climate change activist and CFFD campaigns was assessed. It is expected that this phase of the project will be based on interaction with individuals who are not themselves the focus of the research in order to obtain information. The information being collected is not sensitive or personal and no risks are expected for participating in this phase of the research. Nonetheless, out of caution, subjects in this phase will still be advised about the risks and benefits associated with the project and asked to provide written consent.

No compensation will be provided to interview subjects and no direct material benefits are expected to accrue to any research subjects. Since there have not yet been systematic studies of CFFD campaigns, or studies focused on the consequences of participation on activists, this research is expected to provide benefits by making such information available to all interested parties. The benefits of this study may include a deeper understanding of the ways in which CFFD campaigns across Canada have varied, as well as the range of influences participation in CFFD campaigns has had on the political thought and behaviour of activists. I cannot and do not promise that you will receive any benefits from this study. Participation is not necessary for anyone interested in the conclusions of the research to gain access to them, and subjects who have chosen to participate may withdraw from the study at any time. Participants who desire more information about the project will have free access to the research proposal and ethics protocol, and will have any other questions answered by the researcher.

In keeping with standard University of Toronto research practices, the research ethics program may have confidential access to project data including stored audio files and interview transcripts. For more information, see: http://www.research.utoronto.ca/wp-content/uploads/documents/2014/10/GUIDE-FOR-INFORMED-CONSENT-V-Oct-2014.pdf

Participants may withdraw at any time. In some situations information collected from research subjects might be of interest to authorities and hence be associated with legal risks such as possible external pressure to disclose confidential identifiable data (e.g., in connection with a subpoena). In others, research subjects may have chosen the "Record, summarize, and destroy" option from the confidentiality menu. In either case, the original audio recording and interview notes containing this information will be used promptly to create an anonymized summary which is irrevocably de-linked from the research subject
who was the source of the information. In the event that such anonymized summaries are created, it would be impossible after the fact to determine which anonymized research materials were originally created using information from a subject who has withdrawn. In the event that one or more subjects chooses to withdraw from this study, materials which have already been anonymized so as to be non-identifiable will not be destroyed.

Research subjects are advised of the possibility that means of communication used in this project – including email, telephone calls, and Skype calls – may be subject to surveillance. This is suggested, for instance, by United States National Security Agency (NSA) documents leaked by Edward Snowden which included, among other allegations, the claim that the NSA monitors Skype. Participants are advised to bear the possibility of such surveillance in mind during their participation in this project.

This project is intended to contribute to scholarly research on climate change activism in North America. That broad research agenda includes the comparative analysis of campus fossil fuel divestment campaigns at various universities, in different jurisdictions around the world, according to characteristics ranging from their styles of internal decision-making to their importance in popular culture. It is to be hoped that a sufficiently insightful dissertation might be undertaken as a book by an academic press, or that subsequent journal articles will refer to the cases studies evaluated in detail through during this project.

All research subjects will be asked to affirm their consent in writing, either by signing a copy of the information and consent letter for the relevant phase (census or case study) or by affirming their consent in an email. A signature may not be necessary if you think it could increase the risks that will arise for you from participating in this project. More detailed information on consent options is available in the ethics protocol for this study, which is available at: https://www.sindark.com/phd/thesis/ethics/CFFD-ethics-4-0.pdf

Subject's rights

If you have read this letter and decided to participate in the project, please understand that your participation is voluntary and you have the right to withdraw your consent or discontinue participation at any time without penalty.

Thank you very much for considering this request to participate. If you have any questions, please ask.

Sincerely,

Milan Ilnyckyj
PhD candidate
University of Toronto

For questions about this study, contact:

Milan Ilnyckyj
Massey College
4 Devonshire Place
Toronto, ON, M5S 2E1
email: milan.ilnyckyj@mail.utoronto.ca
University of Toronto faculty member supervising this study:

Dr. Robert Vipond  
Department of Political Science  
100 St. George Street  
Toronto, ON, M5S 3G3  
Room 3018  
email: rvipond@chass.utoronto.ca  
phone: 416-978-2846

Questions, concerns, or complaints: If you have any questions, concerns, or complaints about this research study, its procedures, risks and benefits, or alternative courses of treatment you should contact Milan Ilnyckyj now or later at milan.ilnyckyj@mail.utoronto.ca or 416-732-6922.

Independent of the researcher contact: If you are not satisfied with the manner in which this study is being conducted, or if you have any concerns, complaints, or general questions about the research or your rights as a research study subject, please contact the University of Toronto Research Ethics Board (REB) to speak to an informed individual who is independent of the researcher. You can contact the REB at:

Office of Research Ethics  
McMurrich Building, 3rd floor  
12 Queen's Park Crescent West  
Toronto, ON, M5S 1S8  
phone: 416-946-3273  
fax: 416-946-5763  
email: ethics.review@utoronto.ca

Please return one signed copy to Milan Ilnyckyj and retain the other for your records. Please include your preferred contact information, printed name, and signature.

I WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY:

[FULL NAME]

PRERERED MEANS OF CONTACT

[EMAIL ADDRESS OR EQUIVALENT]

[SIGNATURE IF DESIRED]

Please return one signed copy to Milan Ilnyckyj and retain the other for your records. Please include your preferred contact information, printed name, and signature. If you have an enhanced concern about subject protection risks associated with this research project, as an alternative to providing a signature or written affirmation by email, consent may also be affirmed through a credible oral process with the consent of the research subject and recorded documentation of consent being affirmed, such as via an audio recording.

An anonymized reference in field notes could also be a means of documenting consent to participate in a context like participant observation of a meeting of an activist organization.
Appendix 2: Information and consent letter for phase 2 (case studies)

[Letterhead]

[Date]

Dear participant,

My name is Milan Ilnyckyj and I am a PhD student in the Department of Political Science at the University of Toronto. I am working on a PhD dissertation that will examine how participation in campus fossil fuel divestment (CFFD) campaigns affects the development of activists. This is an information and consent letter for potential research subjects who may be involved in the second phase (case studies) of this research project.

This study will be carried out in Toronto, Ontario under the supervision of Professor Robert Vipond, Professor Kate Neville, and Professor Joseph Carens. The data is being collected for the purpose of a PhD thesis, academic research articles, conference presentations, and presentations to interested organizations.

This question will be investigated in two phases and this informed consent guide pertains to the second phase: an examination of a selected subset of case studies of CFFD campaigns in Canada. The first phase was a census of all accredited Canadian universities in which the presence and size of climate change activist and CFFD campaigns was assessed. The case study phase will employ three primary methods, supplemented with the analysis of documents like meeting minutes and campaign strategy documents provided by activists.

The first method will be semi-structured interviews discussing the timeline of events within the campaign, including activist actions and responses from university administrations. Because the aim of the project is to determine the effect of CFFD participation, activists will be asked about their perspectives on activism, tactics and strategies, allyship and intersectionality, and theory of change before their CFFD involvement. Interview subjects will also be asked about the decision making mechanisms used in their campaigns, the subjective personal experience of participation, and disagreements and interpersonal conflicts between activists. They will also be asked to identify other potential interview subjects. The subjects interviewed will mostly be CFFD activists, though university administrators involved in responding to activist campaigns will also be recruited. Administrators will be asked to contribute to the development of detailed timelines for each campaign case study, as well as about the effects of the strategic choices made by CFFD campaigns. Interviews are expected to mostly be conducted remotely by telephone or Skype and to last between 0.5 and 2.0 hours. Particularly active organizers may be asked to take part in more than one interview.

The second method will be surveys administered to activists online. The topics examined will be the same as those in the interviews. The rationale for carrying out surveys as well is that it may allow for data collection from subjects who don't have time to take part in an interview, or who otherwise object to doing so. This project particularly aims to document the experiences of people who have chosen to cease to be involved in CFFD campaigns because of frustration, interpersonal conflict, or other reasons.

The third method, which may be employed if one or more campaign being studied is ongoing and it is practical and potentially useful for the researcher to be present in person, is participant observation. Events observed could include planning meetings, activist actions like marches or protests, and activist
meetings with university administrators. Identifiable information like audio recordings would not be collected during any participant observation.

No compensation will be provided to interview subjects and no direct material benefits are expected to accrue to any research subjects. Since there have not yet been systematic studies of CFFD campaigns, or studies focused on the consequences of participation on activists, this research is expected to provide benefits by making such information available to all interested parties. The benefits of this study may include a deeper understanding of the ways in which CFFD campaigns across Canada have varied, as well as the range of influences participation in CFFD campaigns has had on the political thought and behaviour of activists. I cannot and do not promise that you will receive any benefits from this study. Participation is not necessary for anyone interested in the conclusions of the research to gain access to them, and subjects who have chosen to participate may withdraw from the study at any time. Participants who desire more information about the project will have free access to the research proposal and ethics protocol, and will have any other questions answered by the researcher.

As described in detail in the ethics protocol, participation in this research will create some minor risks for research subjects. These principally consist of the danger that an organization or individual opposed to fossil fuel divestment will seek retribution against them for their participation. No physical risks are expected to be involved with participation. Minor psychological and emotional risks (such as feeling uncomfortable, embarrassed, or upset) can be expected, in particular because CFFD campaigns are often undertaken by groups of friends and research examining disagreements and interpersonal conflicts may give rise to feelings of this type. Similarly, minor social risks (such as loss of status, privacy and/or reputation) can be expected, such as in the case that a strategy favoured by an identified activist is criticized as ineffective by another research subject.

CFFD campaigns also sometimes involve criminality, specifically in the form of acts of civil disobedience like continuing with a sit-in after a lawful order to disperse or trespassing to drop a banner. This creates minor legal risks, as well as a risk that third parties (potentially including universities, police forces, or intelligence services) may seek access to research materials. A response to external disclosure pressure has been agreed between the researcher and members of the supervisory committee. If such requests are not accompanied by a valid court order such as a subpoena, they will not be complied with. In the event that a request for access is accompanied by a court order, disclosure will be resisted and legal counsel and institutional support will be sought. In the event of any pressure to disclose research material from an outside authority all interview subjects who could potentially be affected shall be notified, unless such notification is expressly prohibited by a valid court order. The contact information you provide in your consent document will be retained for this purpose.

Numerous methods are being employed to minimize the risks involved in participation. All interview subjects will be offered a menu of confidentiality options, ranging from granting unlimited permission to publish research materials produced in their interviews to a maximally protective ("Record, summarize, and destroy") option in which all personal identifiers will be promptly removed from all research materials, with original recordings and transcripts then destroyed. Interview subjects may request that recording and note taking be paused at any time. All interview subjects will also be informed that the only form of criminality which they ought to describe is acts of civil disobedience (openly breaking the law and freely accepting the consequences of doing so as part of a political campaign) and that in the case of any such acts not already known to the authorities they should not disclose any personally identifying information for any people involved. All research materials will be kept in locked containers in my home or on password-protected computer systems with encrypted file systems. For full details on the anticipated risks to research subjects and the methods being employed to minimize them, see the full ethics protocol at: https://www.sindark.com/phd/thesis/ethics/CFFD-ethics-4-0.pdf
In keeping with standard University of Toronto research practices, the research ethics program may have confidential access to project data including stored audio files and interview transcripts. For more information, see: [http://www.research.utoronto.ca/wp-content/uploads/documents/2014/10/GUIDE-FOR-INFORMED-CONSENT-V-Oct-2014.pdf](http://www.research.utoronto.ca/wp-content/uploads/documents/2014/10/GUIDE-FOR-INFORMED-CONSENT-V-Oct-2014.pdf)

Participants may withdraw at any time. In some situations information collected from research subjects might be of interest to authorities and hence be associated with legal risks such as possible external pressure to disclose confidential identifiable data (e.g., in connection with a subpoena). In others, research subjects may have chosen the "Record, summarize, and destroy" option from the confidentiality menu. In either case, the original audio recording and interview notes containing this information will be used promptly to create an anonymized summary which is irrevocably de-linked from the research subject who was the source of the information. In the event that such anonymized summaries are created, it would be impossible after the fact to determine which anonymized research materials were originally created using information from a subject who has withdrawn. In the event that one or more subjects chooses to withdraw from this study, materials which have already been anonymized so as to be non-identifiable will not be destroyed.

Research subjects are advised of the possibility that means of communication used in this project – including email, social media, telephone calls, and Skype calls – may be subject to surveillance. This is suggested, for instance, by United States National Security Agency (NSA) documents leaked by Edward Snowden which included, among other allegations, the claim that the NSA monitors Skype. Participants are advised to bear the possibility of such surveillance in mind during their participation in this project.

This project is intended to contribute to scholarly research on climate change activism in North America. That broad research agenda includes the comparative analysis of campus fossil fuel divestment campaigns at various universities, in different jurisdictions around the world, according to characteristics ranging from their styles of internal decision-making to their importance in popular culture. It is to be hoped that a sufficiently insightful dissertation might be undertaken as a book by an academic press, or that subsequent journal articles will refer to the cases studies evaluated in detail through this project.

All research subjects will be asked to affirm their consent in writing, either by signing a copy of the information and consent letter for the relevant phase (census or case study) or by affirming their consent in an email. A signature may not be necessary if you think it could increase the risks that will arise for you from participating in this project. More detailed information on consent options is available in the ethics protocol for this study, which is available at: [https://www.sindark.com/phd/thesis/ethics/CFFD-ethics-4-0.pdf](https://www.sindark.com/phd/thesis/ethics/CFFD-ethics-4-0.pdf)

Subject's rights

If you have read this letter and decided to participate in the project, please understand that your participation is voluntary and you have the right to withdraw your consent or discontinue participation at any time without penalty. If you decide to cease your participation, your interview and applicable field note data can be destroyed at your request. In addition, you have the right to refuse to answer particular interview questions. All interview subjects will be offered a menu of confidentiality options and the level chosen will establish the minimum level of confidentiality protection which the subject will be provided. In some cases, when writing up results for presentations or publication, interview subjects will be granted a higher level of confidentiality than they requested in order to minimize any risks to them, other research
subjects, and third parties who have been involved in CFFD campaigns but who are not research subjects in this project.

Thank you very much for considering this request to participate. If you have any questions, please ask.

Sincerely,

Milan Ilnyckyj
PhD candidate
University of Toronto

For questions about this study, contact:

Milan Ilnyckyj
Massey College
4 Devonshire Place
Toronto, ON, M5S 2E1
e-mail: milan.ilnyckyj@mail.utoronto.ca
cell: 416-732-6922

University of Toronto faculty member supervising this study:

Dr. Robert Vipond
Department of Political Science
100 St. George Street
Toronto, ON, M5S 3G3
Room 3018
e-mail: rvipond@chass.utoronto.ca
phone: 416-978-2846

Questions, concerns, or complaints: If you have any questions, concerns, or complaints about this research study, its procedures, risks and benefits, or alternative courses of treatment you should contact Milan Ilnyckyj now or later at milan.ilnyckyj@mail.utoronto.ca or 416-732-6922.

Independent of the researcher contact: If you are not satisfied with the manner in which this study is being conducted, or if you have any concerns, complaints, or general questions about the research or your rights as a research study subject, please contact the University of Toronto Research Ethics Board (REB) to speak to an informed individual who is independent of the researcher. You can contact the REB at:

Office of Research Ethics
McMurrich Building, 3rd floor
12 Queen's Park Crescent West
Toronto, ON, M5S 1S8
phone: 416-946-3273
fax: 416-946-5763
e-mail: ethics.review@utoronto.ca
Please select a confidentiality option:

- **"Record, summarize, and destroy"** — I will make a recording of the interview which will not be transmitted electronically except from a digital recording device to a computer. Using the recording, I will promptly produce a summary or transcript designed to exclude any details which would identify the subject. Once this document is complete, I will destroy the recording file(s). May be used at researcher’s discretion: Even if a subject has not chosen the "Record, summarize, and destroy" option, if the researcher feels there is reason to be concerned that information relating to the topics in discussed might be of interest to authorities and lead to external pressure to disclose then the notes or recordings of the interview – or the sections therein which include such information – will be summarized in a manner which will exclude any details which would identify the subject and then the recording or transcript (or relevant sections therein) will be destroyed.

- **Recording retained — no quotation**: The subject agrees that I will retain the interview recording indefinitely for reference and I will not quote any part of it in any publication arising from this research.

- **Recording retained — anonymous quotation only**: The subject agrees that I will retain the interview recording indefinitely for reference and will only use anonymous quotations in any publication. Research subjects will not be named in the dissertation.

- **Recording retained — quotes attributed**: The subject agrees that I will retain the interview recording indefinitely for reference and that I may attribute quotations to them publicly. Research subjects will be named and may be quoted in the dissertation.

- **No confidentiality**: The subject agrees that any recordings, summaries, transcripts, or notes based on the interview may be published. Research subjects will be warned that choosing to waive confidentiality may impede the ability of the research team to resist disclosure from third parties on the basis of the Wigmore Criteria requirement that communication with researchers needed to take place in confidence.

I WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY:

[**FULL NAME**]

**PRERERED MEANS OF CONTACT**

[**EMAIL ADDRESS OR EQUIVALENT**]

[**SIGNATURE IF DESIRED**]

Please return one signed copy to Milan Ilnyckyj and retain the other for your records. Please include your preferred contact information, printed name, and signature. **If you have an enhanced concern about subject protection risks associated with this research project, as an alternative to providing a signature or written affirmation by email, consent may also be affirmed through a credible oral process with the consent of the research subject and recorded documentation of consent being affirmed.**

An anonymized reference in field notes could also be a means of documenting consent to participate in a context like participant observation of a meeting of an activist organization.
Appendix 3: Phase 1 questions

For university administrators, members of student government, and faculty members working on environmental research:

1) Since 2011, has a climate change activist group been active at your university?

2) Since 2011, has there been a fossil fuel divestment campaign at your university?

3) What broad actions, if any, has the university taken in response?

For activists in identified organizations and campaigns:

1) In the busiest week of your campaign so far, how many people would you estimate volunteered for the campaign for at least one hour?

2) How many people would you estimate were present at a typical planning meeting?
Appendix 4: Outline of phase 2 semi-structured interview topics

A) Questions for activists:

1) Personal background
   • What is your status at the university where the CFFD campaign took place?
   • Are there any features in your background that you think are relevant for understanding the effect of your CFFD participation?

2) Pre-CFFD political and activist involvement
   • Have you previously been involved in any political activity, such as canvassing for a political party?
   • Were you involved in any activist campaigns before CFFD? If so, how do you think they affected your perspective on effective and desirable forms of activism when you became involved in the CFFD campaign?
   • What opinions did you have on activist strategies and tactics before your CFFD involvement? Could you describe the implicit or explicit theory of change which you held at that point?
   • Do you recall specifically what motivated you to become involved in the CFFD campaign? What was your early experience in it like?

3) Questions about personal involvement in the CFFD campaign
   • What role(s) did you personally play in the CFFD campaign?
   • Which strategies or actions were you involved in developing and implementing?
   • How did you feel about the university's responses to your campaign's actions?

4) Questions for constructing a detailed timeline of actions taken by the campaign and responses
   • [Specifics for each campaign will be ascertained from publicly available information, forming a skeleton timeline to aid the recollection of interview subjects]
   • In as much detail as you can, please describe how your CFFD campaign began (or when you joined it) and the early actions it undertook
   • Across the whole campaign, please describe any cycles of action, response, and counter-response that took place between the CFFD campaign and university administration.
   • Were any other divestment campaigns happening at the same time? What about contentious activist campaigns with demands other than divestment? If there were such campaigns, how did they affect the CFFD campaign and the university's response to it?
   • At what point did faculty become involved in the campaign? How big a role did they play in making strategic choices?

5) Questions about internal campaign dynamics, decision making procedures, and allyship
   • How were decisions made in your campaign? Were formal decision making processes used and, if so, did you feel that that is where decision making really happened?
   • Did you campaign have any governing documents, like a constitution? Did people have titles? Were there elected positions?
   • To what extent do you feel like your campaign was directed by a small group of individuals?
   • How were participants motivated or encouraged to join the campaign? Did the campaign include any actions or mechanisms specifically motivated by a desire to keep volunteers active and engaged?
   • Can you recall any major disagreements during the campaign, such as about strategies, specific tactics, or potential alliances with other organizations? How were these disagreements resolved?
CFFD campaigns are often distinguished by the degree to which they embrace cooperative as opposed to confrontational strategies and tactics. What would you say was the balance in your campaign? Did it change at any point and, if so, in response to what?

Did participants in your campaign propose to ally your organization with any others, such as divestment campaigns with other motives or other social justice campaigns? Did any meaningful allyship actions actually take place? How did deliberations about allyship proceed?

6) Consequences of participation

How would you describe the outcome of the CFFD campaign in which you were involved? Do you think the outcome had a greater effect on you than the subjective experience of participating in the campaign?

In what ways did participation in CFFD activism change your behaviour and beliefs?

Has your perspective on the effectiveness and desirability of activist strategies and tactics changed?

Has your theory of change become more explicit, or otherwise been altered by your involvement?

Has participation in CFFD activism changed your thinking about allyship between activist campaigns or progressive organizations?

7) Questions about other potential interview subjects

Is there anybody else who you think I could usefully speak to about this project's research questions? Would you be willing to share their contact information or otherwise put me in touch with them?

B) Questions for administrators:

1) Personal background

What is your status at the university where the CFFD campaign took place?

Are there any features in your background that you think are relevant for understanding the effect of your CFFD involvement?

2) Pre-CFFD political and activist involvement

Had you previously been involved in any on-campus political issues or activist campaigns?

If so, how do you think those experiences affected your involvement with responding to CFFD activism?

Have any previous divestment campaigns taken place at your university? How did the administration respond?

3) Questions about personal involvement in responding to the CFFD campaign

Through what process did the university administration decide how to respond to activist actions at various times?

What role did you personally play in those responses?

What general tone would you say existed between the administration and the CFFD campaign? Was it more cooperative or confrontational? Did the tone shift at any point and, if so, what caused the shift?

4) Questions for constructing a detailed timeline of actions taken by the campaign and responses

[Specifics for each campaign will be ascertained from publicly available information, forming a skeleton timeline to aid the recollection of interview subjects]
• In as much detail as you can, please describe how your CFFD campaign began (or when you joined it) and the early actions it undertook
• Across the whole campaign, please describe any cycles of action, response, and counter-response that took place between the CFFD campaign and university administration.
• Were any other divestment campaigns happening at the same time? What about contentious activist campaigns with demands other than divestment? If there were such campaigns, how did they affect the CFFD campaign and the university's response to it?
• Did any other events take place during the campaign that may have affected the university's thinking or behaviour, such as significant personnel changes?

5) Questions about the effect of the strategic choices of CFFD activists
• How do you think the strategic choices of the CFFD campaign affected the behaviour of the university and ultimately the decision made regarding whether to divest?
• What other stakeholders factored into the university's decision making? Through what mechanisms did they make their influence felt?
• Did the possibility that fossil fuel divestment would set a precedent for other divestment efforts – such as the BDS campaign targeting Israel – affect the university's decision making?

6) Questions about other potential interview subjects
• Is there anybody else who you think I could usefully speak to about this project's research questions? Would you be willing to share their contact information or otherwise put me in touch with them?
Appendix 5: Recruitment material

Potentially for distribution by email, social media, and on-campus postering:

IS CAMPUS FOSSIL FUEL DIVESTMENT SUCCEEDING?

Have you been involved in fossil fuel divestment? This PhD research project aims to better understand the consequences of these campaigns across Canada, particularly the impact they have had on student participants.

At hundreds of universities around the world, student activists have called upon their administrations to stop investing in fossil fuel corporations. This campaign has been popularized by the climate change activist organization 350.org and has three major aims:

1. Convincing universities to change their investment behaviour
2. Delegitimizing the fossil fuel industry in the eyes of the public
3. Developing and training student activists

By studying campus fossil fuel divestment campaigns across Canada, this study will seek to understand the relationships between the strategic and tactical choices activists make and the responses they get from their universities. It will also examine the extent to which divestment activism is developing and training student activism, and what explains variation in these outcomes between schools.

If you have participated in a campus fossil fuel divestment campaign you are eligible for participation in this entirely voluntary study. Subjects will not be compensated for their participation, but they will contribute to improved understanding of what is working and what is not in student climate change activism today.

For more information, including the detailed research proposal for this project and an ethics protocol detailing all benefits and risks from participation please contact:

Milan Ilnyckyj
PhD candidate, University of Toronto
milan.ilnyckyj@mail.utoronto.ca

To fully understand the potential risks associated with participation in this project, all research subjects are urged to consult the research proposal http://www.academia.edu/34414398/Canadian_Campus_Fossil_Fuel_Divestment_Campaigns_and_the_Development_of_Activists and ethics protocol https://www.sindark.com/phd/thesis/ethics/CFFD-ethics-4-0.pdf. The latter includes detailed recommendations on communication techniques and the data retention policies established for this project.